Stories from the ground
Off the grid sustainable farming programme
Rajasthan, India, 2017
Impact @ ORCLCitizenship
#UrmulFarm

Urmul is working with 500+ farmers in the western Rajasthan, organising them into an organic farming collective.
Mahaveer practiced farming - unsustainable by earth and its organic components. He flooded the fields with water, chemicals and machines, for over 30 years. Not anymore.

Mahaveer is now a flag bearer of organic and natural farming at Urmul. He manages an organic farm at Bajju in Rajasthan, growing citrus, vegetables and fodder.

Farmers, students, agriculture experts, curious, skeptics, naysayers - all visit him.

Sometime Urmul’s own people wonder what he is up to...

Oracle Giving has backed his passion.
Harvesting rainwater in Thar desert

One of the rainwater harvesting tanks with the capacity of 7000 cu.ft.

In this demo farm in the Thar desert in Rajasthan, we are harvesting over 25,000 cu.ft. of water.

Urmul appreciates the support of Oracle Giving.
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Vermicompost produced at #UrmulFarm

The participants of our organic agriculture trainings to replicate the model at their farms
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Make it simple. Farmer, and farming in general, deserves alternative technology, confidence of markets, and most importantly, the respect of masses. That’s all.